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You know the story. Try going to a store and buy 

a consumer product--anything from shoes to 

garden tools--and look for the label.  Its all but 

impossible not to find those three words:  

"Made in China".

Not that there is anything wrong with buying 

products made on foreign soil; imported 

products spur competition, lower the costs of 

staple goods and offer us a variety of consumer 

options for any given item. In the United States 

you are free to choose:  GMC or BMW.

However, these days the amount of product 

coming out of China onto our shelves is 

staggering.  I looked for a pair of shoes for my 

young daughter the other day.  As a test. I 

decided to Buy American. We hit several stores 

and every label was the same.  The closest 

thing to Made in the USA was actually a pair of 

Reeboks that were "Made in the USA with 

Imported Materials.  One often asks: "Don't we 

manufacture anything anymore"?

So, after a spending a week in Shanghai recently, I was very glad to visit some jobsites and 

projects where WESTERN STUCTURES has delivered its custom Douglas Fir glulams.  China with 

her 1.2 billion+ souls has begun appreciating wood as a structural building material.  It has been a  

long road, but WESTERN has finally made some dents into this sometimes hard to understand 

market.  We hope the Chinese like our structures--we put a lot of work into every custom beam.  

We hope to start seeing our three words on more and more projects over there-- MADE IN 

OREGON.

NOT MADE IN CHINA... MADE IN OREGON

Doug Fir Glulams,  made at our Eugene facility adorn this facility in China.

 The Dongguan Yuetang Lobby, a 13,450 square foot glulam structure in Southern CHINA
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Inroads to China: Some of our projects completed in China 

over the past two years. 

Clockwise from Top Left:  Buddhist Temple during mainframe 

construction, Shanghai;  Members Club and wine bar, 

Songjiang; Guesthouse near Shanghai (x2); Depu Club main 

entrance with Douglas Fir glulam columns and pergolas.
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